Preliminary experiments dealing with the assimilation of significant wave heights (SWH) from the Seasat altimeter into the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Ocean Wave (NOW) global spectral model are discussed. For all experiments, National Meteorological Center-analyzed winds for the Seasat period were used to drive the ocean surface. A hindcast was first made running the model with no assimilation for use as a control. The model was then run, using both simple replacement and a blending procedure to spread the influence of an observation to nearby grid points and for different assimilation frequencies. Forecasts of SWH from each assimilation run and the hindcasts are compared to the corresponding Seasat SWH estimate from subsequent satellite passes. Best results are obtained by using a 3-hour assimilation frequency with simple replacement and by scaling the forecasted spectrum with the observed SWH. A mean improvement of 7.7% (+8.4% at the 90ø/,, confidence level) is thus achieved for the 10 days of the experiment, with a maximum improvement of 25%.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of a preliminary investigation of techniques for incorporating wave measurements into wave-forecasting models and of their impact on model forecasts. Presently, the primary input to numerical wave models is a marine boundary layer wind field provided by an atmospheric model. The forecast skill of wave models is highly dependent on an accurate specification of this marine wind. While the assimilation of meteorological data into atmospheric models has become routine [McPherson et al., 1979] , the scarcity of wave data has precluded a parallel development in connection with wave models. The availability of satelliteborne sensors is rapidly changing this situation, making the assimilation of wave observations into wave models feasible.
Progress has been made on the theory of the growth and evolution of a wind sea spectrum [Hasselmann, 1968] ; however, exact computation of the evolution process is still time consuming . Although this computation technique may improve model forecasts, the inaccuracies in the wind fields used to drive the model will still remain.
These inaccuracies can only be compensated for by the assimilation of good quality data.
While significant wave height (SWH) is the most readily available wave parameter, its inversion into a two-dimensional spectrum is not a unique process. Some assumptions about spectral shape, as well as means of differentiating between sea and swell, may be introduced to assist in this inversion. Other investigators are presently exploring the use of such procedures (J.P. Thomas, personal communication, 1987 ) and the wave-modeling group headed by Hasselmann advocates the introduction of a "wave age" in the assimilation problem. In the present study, only knowledge of SWH is assumed. Explicit assumptions about wind, sea, spectral shape, or the use of derived parameters to better define the wave field have been avoided. Evaluation of these preliminary experiments indicate that forecasts can be significantly improved by replacing the This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1988 by the American Geophysical Union. contributes to further increase SWH at the predicted areas of high waves and to decrease those at areas of low waves, thus increasing forecast error. Use of the blending caused 47% of the forecasts to be degraded; for this reason, the technique was abandoned in favor of simple replacement. In addition, except for the longer swells, waves are a localized phenomenon, so simple replacement is preferable to blending when no distinction between sea and swell is introduced. Only results using simple replacement at 6-hour intervals will be presented in detail. Figure 1 illustrates the scheme. Fields used by the model are the 1000-mbar components of the wind speed, sea surface water temperature, the 1000-mbar air temperature, and the surfade pressure distribution. These are used to compute the wind direction and speed at 19.5 m above the sea surface and the friction velocity using Cardone's marine boundary layer model [Cardone, 1969] . 
Results From the Assimilation Run
It should be noted that the full impact of the assimilation cannot be fully assessed because of the lack of information in areas outside of the satellite ground track. During a 3-hour interval the satellite ground track may be in regions where the impact of the assimilation is favorable, while during other 3-hour periods, the reverse may be true. As will be seen, the results indicate that the overall impact of the assimilation is favorable. Table 3 shows the ratios of the bias, MAE, and rms for the assimilation to the control runs for all forecast hours, stratified by latitude. Greatest improvements are in the southern equatorial belt, where waves usually are not high and the winds are sparse. performed. For one the assimilation was done at 12-hour intervals, while for the other a 3-hour interval was used. Table 5 shows the percentages of forecasts improved, degraded, and left unchanged for these two experiments, along with those for the 6-hour assimilation interval. The mean percent improvement in MAE for the 6-hour assimilation frequency was 3.8%, with a 90% confidence limit of 6.2% (day 1 forecasts). For the 3-hour assimilation frequency, the mean percent improvement and 90% confidence limits were 7.76% and 8.4%, respectively. On the basis of these results, a 3-hour assimilation frequency appears desirable.
The distributions of absolute error for all hindcasts for the control (dashed curve) and forecasts for the assimilation (solid curve) runs are shown in Figures 4(a) through 4(d) for different SWH categories. All of the distributions show that the assimilation has improved the forecasts.
Note that the percentage of forecasts improved by the assimilation increases with the frequency of the assimilation. This is due to the fact that at each synoptic hour the satellite ground track is at a different location on the globe. As the frequency of the assimilation increases, these portions of the globe are closer together and, although each section is assimilated at a different time, the local improvements introduced by each assimilation step are propagated during the next model step to other areas of the globe. Degradation of the forecasts may result when poor observations, which escaped the limited editing done to the data are assimilated, or when the forecasted spectrum is in error, either with regard to the total energy, or to the partition between sea and swell. For example, the assimilation may increase the energy at frequencies where the model has overpredicted, or it may decrease it further at frequencies at which the model is underpredicting.
CONCLUSIONS
Assimilation of SWH alone does improve forecasts. The improvement is inversely related to the correlation between altimeter winds and the analyzed winds used to drive the ocean wave model.
The improvements in SWH forecasts achieved in this study are small. It is believed the small improvement is due to two factors: (1) the inadequate global coverage afforded by one polar-orbiting satellite, and (2) the use of analyzed winds rather than forecast winds. Analyzed winds are not available when producing wave forecasts in an operational mode. In such a mode, forecast winds would be used to drive the ocean surface. Since forecast winds have larger errors than analyzed winds, a greater impact of the assimilation may be expected in an operational mode.
Since waves are a relatively localized phenomenon, the technique of simple replacement of the forecasted SWH with the observed SWH works better than a blending technique when no distinction between sea and swell is made. In such a case the blending introduces erroneous energy in the swell and sea portions of the spectrum and leads to degradation of the forecasts. Distinction between sea and swell cannot be made without introducing additional information or assumptions into the assimilation and blending schemes. 
